
Envolve is a geospatial and data management tool built for real estate and public involvement 
initiatives in support of capital projects. This proprietary software helps users manage external 
risk throughout the life of projects by collecting and organizing the information essential for project 
coordination and stakeholder relations. You can easily input and access a wealth of data, including 
interactions, workflows, negotiations, commitments and follow-ups. 

With simple, flexible real-time reporting capabilities — supported by our experience-based 
insights — everyone from the field to the executive office is empowered to make informed decisions.



We’ll populate project parcel, 
stakeholder and organization information 
by importing existing GIS and publicly 
available data. 

For users of Esri ArcGIS, we’ll request 
your credentials for use in our secured 
environment. For others, we’ll work with 
you to facilitate access.

Lean on our support structure 
throughout your project, from training 
and video tutorials to a support hotline.

Connect with us to develop an 
integration and documentation strategy.

HOW IT WORKS

FULL INTEGRATION
• Manage stakeholder promises and expectations 

throughout large and complex projects.

• Seamlessly aggregate multiple data types to 

provide a unified environment for project work.

• Use on your mobile device or tablet for on-the-go 

access to stakeholder data and other information.

• Efficiently manage team resources with clear 

workflows, task assignments and follow-ups.

• Run real-time reports using interactive 

Power BI dashboards offering quick insight into 

communications, negotiations and stakeholder 

management spending.

• Easily access acquisition and entry status 

information to reduce potential liability and 

other legal issues.

• Quickly compile and deliver concise and current data 

to the C-suite and other stakeholders. 

• Allow only validated users to access appropriate 

project data for added security.

BETTER DOCUMENTATION 
• Save hours of data entry with bulk upload tools 

that help you efficiently enter communications and 

negotiation data for large groups of stakeholders.  

• Centralize document management for property 

acquisition on capital projects.
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• Better facilitate regulatory approvals by documenting 

meaningful engagement with stakeholders. 

• Create better records for use in regulatory or 

legal proceedings.

Easy-to-use mobile and tablet interfaces provide access to 

vital project information anywhere you have connectivity.


